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Urban agglomeration is one of the most significant phenomena of

our time. The figures are striking. In , approximately  million

people—representing less than  percent of the world population at

that time—lived in cities. As of , approximately . billion people, or

 percent of the world population, lived in cities. In other words, over the

last century, the world’s urban population has increased nearly thirtyfold. In

recent decades, urbanization has been particularly acute in the so-called Global

South. Africa’s urban population has grown from  percent ( million) of

that continent’s population in  to approximately  percent ( million)

of its overall population today. In absolute numbers, that is an elevenfold increase

in a sixty-year span. Over the same period, the Latin American and Caribbean

urban population has grown fivefold, from approximately  million ( percent

of the region’s population) to approximately  million ( percent), while Asia’s

urban population has grown sevenfold from approximately million ( percent

of the region’s population) in the s to a whopping . billion ( percent)

today. Reflecting this trend, official UN projections suggest that by , the
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world’s hundred largest cities will host a quarter of the planet’s population and the

world will see the emergence of megacities with  million or even  million

inhabitants, mostly in the Global South. In many Global South megacities, density

has already reached near-dystopian levels, with the increased density far outpacing

any ability to provide the necessary infrastructure and resources for the popula-

tion. In short, what has been termed the “urban era” and “the century of the

city” marks a major and unprecedented transformation of the organization of

society, both spatially and geopolitically.

In this essay, I highlight the near-complete silence of constitutional law and

constitutional thought with respect to this critical trend. Of particular concern

to liberal constitutional democracy, I argue, is the rise of the urban-rural divide

as a key factor in contemporary politics. Fresh thinking about constitutionalism

and urbanization, and, more concretely, about the potential role of constitutional

design in fostering or mitigating the rural-urban divide, is desperately needed. To

that end, in the essay’s final part I identify several constitutional design ideas that

appear to hold some intellectual promise in thinking creatively about mitigating

the urban-rural divide, and about the mounting urban challenge more generally.

The Deafening Constitutional Silence regarding

Urbanization

The rise of the city has caught the attention of leading thinkers across the human

sciences. A few examples include Henri Lefebvre’s The Right to the City (Le droit à

la ville), Saskia Sassen’s account of “global” cities, Paul Krugman’s work on econ-

omies of scale, Richard Florida’s focus on the city as magnet for the creative clas-

ses, and Manuel Castells’s studies of urban social movements. Prominent public

intellectuals have penned best-selling popular books—such as Benjamin

Barber’s If Mayors Ruled the World—that point to the rising significance of cities,

and perhaps also to the desirability of urban power as an alternative to sluggish or

bureaucratic national governments. Echoing a similar sentiment, Rahm Emanuel,

the former mayor of Chicago, argues in his recent book The Nation City that cities

stand at the center of innovation and effective governance in a variety of areas,

from education to environmental policies, and may therefore be successful drivers

of change in an “age of dysfunction” in American politics.

However, very little of this vision and energy has extended into canonical con-

stitutional thought. Although we live in the century of the city, we are still captives
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of constitutional structures, doctrines, perceptions, and expectations that were

developed with the nation-state in mind, and that developed during a longer his-

torical process that saw the sovereign city become increasingly subjugated to those

states. Most current constitutional orders, and virtually all those adopted prior to

the great urbanization of the last few decades, treat cities—including some of the

world’s most significant urban centers—as “creatures of the state,” fully sub-

merged within a Westphalian constitutional framework and assigned limited

administrative local governance authority.

American cities, for example, lack constitutional personality and are at the

mercy of state governments. Doctrines formulated in the nineteenth century

(such as Dillon’s Rule and the Cooley Doctrine) and endorsed by the U.S.

Supreme Court in the early twentieth century continue to govern the constitu-

tional status of American cities today (such as Atkin v. Kansas []; Hunter

v. City of Pittsburgh []). American constitutional jurisprudence on city

power therefore represents a very small fraction of the country’s federalism case

law. Meanwhile, America’s dated yet rigid constitutional structure equips states

with the powers to draw electoral district boundaries in a way that frustrates

urban representation and, most importantly, allows state legislatures to “preempt”

or override city legislation. Several states have also enacted laws that prohibit cit-

ies from joining international city networks. Cities and urbanization are largely

absent from the voluminous American federalism literature, too. As Heather

Gerken writes, “American federalism scholars have typically confined themselves

to states, the only subnational institutions that possess sovereignty.”

Lacking any direct constitutional powers, cities and municipalities in Canada, to

give another example, exist only as bodies of delegated provincial authority,

entirely dependent on provincial legislation for their power and sources of reve-

nue. Large Canadian cities, the frontline delivery agents of Canadian multicultur-

alism and social integration—hallmarks of Canada’s constitutional order—are

governed by a constitutional order that dates back to  (at which time

metro Toronto’s population was less than fifty thousand; today it is . million).

In this reckoning, “municipal institutions” are creatures of provincial govern-

ments, controlled exclusively by provincial authority (through section  of

the Constitution Act, ) alongside “charities,” “eleemosynary institutions”

(nonprofits), “shops,” and “saloons and taverns.” Constitutional jurisprudence

follows suit. A recent landmark Supreme Court of Canada ruling, Toronto

(City) v. Ontario (Attorney General) (), for example, confirmed a provincial
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premier’s constitutional authority to slash in half the number of city council seats,

even while a municipal elections campaign was already underway.

Recent studies further suggest that in first-past-the-post electoral systems

(not only in the United States, U.K., Canada, and Australia, but also in India,

Pakistan, Bangladesh, and Nigeria—anticipated sites of some of the world’s

most dramatic urban growth in the coming decades), urban centers tend to be

underrepresented, mainly as a result of the historic concentration of left-leaning

voters in cities and the correspondingly wide margin of progressive candidate

wins in urban electoral districts compared to more moderate right-leaning

candidate wins in rural districts.

The increasing concentration of huge populations in fewer but larger urban

centers affects democratic governance in multiple ways. Dated yet hard-to-change

electoral systems do not reflect the changing spatial distribution of voters, result-

ing in the systemic underrepresentation of entire populations. Growing demands

on municipal authorities to deliver goods and services, such as affordable housing,

transportation, education, healthcare, and public safety, that go beyond the

authorities’ control or capacity reflects both a democratic deficit and the chronic

dependence of cities on both higher levels of government and big business. Fierce

competition among cities for scarce resources may ensue. What is more, cities

stand at the forefront of mounting challenges related to governing in conditions

of “superdiversity”—providing for large newcomer populations, handling high

human density, and managing tensions arising from the close proximity between

the wealthy and the poor, often living just a couple of bus or subway stops away from

each other. All these challenges are tackled within the confines of rigid national con-

stitutional frameworks that seldom recognize cities as a full-fledged order of govern-

ment and, in some instances, proactively subordinate city government.

As the stark gap between the centrality of cities in society and the near-

complete constitutional silence on urban power widens, ambitious cities and

city leaders have advanced notions such as local democracy; international city net-

works; human rights cities; sanctuary cities; environmentally friendly cities; and,

in some instances, “urban citizenship” schemes—often in the form of residency-

based certificates or identification cards that allow their holders to access essential

city services. For the most part, these initiatives have had a socially progressive

undercurrent, addressing policy areas such as air quality, energy-efficient con-

struction, affordable housing, alleviating poverty, enhanced community represen-

tation, and accommodating policies toward refugees and asylum seekers. In a
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similar vein, urban activists have occasionally been able to advance considerable

city-level reforms in the areas of public housing and rent control, or participa-

tory budgeting and direct democracy. However, with few exceptions, these city

initiatives are constitutionally toothless if and when they meet resistance from

other levels of government.

The Resurgence of the Urban-Rural Divide

Perhaps the most consequential political effect of extensive urbanization is the rise

of the urban-rural divide. In an increasing number of countries, the economic

realities of “left-behindness”—that is, gaps in access to quality education and

healthcare, differences in social mobility, and perceived or real exclusion of the

geographic and cultural hinterlands—foster a growing social divergence between

rural and urban populations, and oftentimes strong “us vs. them” narratives. In

a considerable number of countries (mostly but not exclusively in the Global

South), rural areas are home to indigenous populations or members of historically

marginalized and disenfranchised ethnic groups. The rise of indigenous move-

ments in several Latin American countries, such as in Mexico, Bolivia, Ecuador,

and Peru, is closely associated with a rift between the center and the periphery,

the “haves” and “have-nots.” These movements have reacted against systemic pat-

terns of exploitation and neglect of the periphery and its residents. This tension man-

ifests itself in voting patterns and electoral politics, and features centrally in debates

about distributive and restorative justice more generally. Meanwhile, in African coun-

tries such as Kenya, Ethiopia, and Nigeria, center-periphery tensions have long been

associated with ethnic politics, clientelism, and unequal access to collective goods.

While correlated with other factors such as education, occupation, age, and mobility,

over the last two decades, and in an increasing number of polities in the West and

elsewhere, the spatial dimension of political ideologies—that is, attributes of space

and place—have proven a key factor in predicting support for traditional, nationalist,

and socially conservative ideological platforms (often enjoying larger support in rural

areas), or alternatively, support for liberal, cosmopolitan, and socially progressive

worldviews (often enjoying a larger following in urban areas). Considerable ideational

and political differences are closely associated with the urban-rural divide.

To be sure, the urban-rural divide has preoccupied political thinkers for millen-

nia. Concern for demographic imbalances led the Athenians to link urban and

rural areas together in “tribes” in order for the city and the hinterlands to balance
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each other out, and later to develop concrete strategies to manage intersections

between the urban and the rural people. Likewise, one of Thomas More’s expla-

nations for the stability of society in the fictitious Utopia () was the fact that

its fifty-four cities were all the same size, suggesting an implicit critique of the

already large city of London, which in the early sixteenth century overpowered

the rest of the country. Classical works of political theory, from Plato’s Republic

to Niccolò Machiavelli’s The Prince to Marx and Engels’s The German Ideology,

address the tension between town and country. Similarly, Jean-Jacques

Rousseau, Johann Gottfried von Herder, and Ralph Waldo Emerson despised

the city and glorified the pastoral countryside.

In contemporary popular culture aswell, the city and its relationswith its surround-

ings is a common theme. ClarkKent (aka Superman)was born on the planetKrypton,

educated in the American countryside, and resides in the fictional American city of

Metropolis. Fritz Lang’s now-classic filmMetropolis is a gigantic futuristic city-state.

Ridley Scott’s Blade Runner depicts twenty-first century Los Angeles as a daunting,

robotized megalopolis. In Truman Capote’s Breakfast at Tiffany’s, Holly Golightly

is a country girl turned New York socialite who is overtaken by the big city’s tempta-

tions. And in the young adult novel and subsequent series of filmsTheHunger Games,

the protagonist Katniss Everdeen leads residents of systematically deprived nonmet-

ropolitan districts to resist a tyrannical and manipulative central authority based in

the fictitious capital city of Panem. These are but a few examples among many.

Focusing predominantly on advanced industrial societies, contemporary social

science has offered a number of explanations for the significance of place as an

emerging cleavage in contemporary politics, ranging from the culmination of his-

torical demographic processes originating in the Industrial Revolution, to global-

ization and its spatially differential economic effects, to the tendency to seek out

like-minded people, leading to geographic self-sorting by political preference.

Much of the pertinent literature addresses Bill Bishop’s important book The Big

Sort, which posits, in a nutshell, that individuals sort themselves by choosing a

community to live in that reflects their lifestyle and personal values. Some

urban studies theorists speak about the “mobile class” and the “stuck class,” deter-

mined by people’s ability to relocate in response to changing market conditions

and economic incentives. Other accounts suggest that place may affect political

attitudes, in particular with respect to social and cultural diversity; everyday expo-

sure to multiculturalism and immigration may lead to greater openness toward the

Other, while lack of exposure leads to greater suspicion.
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To be sure, the urban-rural divide may be an oversimplification of what some

scholars prefer to term the “rural-urban continuum.” However, even if visual-

ized as a continuum rather than a dichotomy, the political salience of urban-rural

differences is undisputed. In most countries where right-wing populism has risen

as a significant political force, voters in urban areas are more likely to favor a more

liberal, cosmopolitan, or socially progressive set of values and policy preferences

relative to the national median voter position, while voters in nonurban areas

are more likely to support traditionalist or socially conservative worldviews.

Examples are numerous. The recent evidence from the United States has been

widely discussed, but is worth revisiting. In the  U.S. presidential election,

for example, Democrats in large metro areas received  percent of the vote,

while in small metro areas they got  percent, and in rural areas,  percent.

In the South and interior West, the percentages were , , and  respective

to these locations. The urban-rural divide was even greater in the  presidential

elections. The Democrats’ margin of victory in large metro areas increased com-

pared to ; the margin of support for Republicans was the largest in rural areas,

followed (in declining order) by rural areas with small towns, small metro areas

and deep suburbs, and by midsize metro areas or suburbs of big cities. The

data show that in nearly half of counties with fewer than one hundred people

per square mile, Joe Biden won about  percent of the vote on average. In the

 counties with more than two thousand people per square mile, he won

about  percent on average. The divide was also clearly evident within single

states in the tightly contested elections in Georgia, Pennsylvania, and Michigan.

A critical gap emerges between the state-based Electoral College system and state-

based federalism more generally, and increasingly salient intrastate

county-by-county divisions along urban-rural lines.

The urban-rural divide has taken hold north of the border too. Extensive lon-

gitudinal studies suggest that it has become a key factor in Canadian politics, man-

ifesting itself in federal elections since the early s. Similar patterns are

evident in many other settings worldwide, whether federal (for example, in

Austria or Switzerland, where residents of Vienna or Zürich consistently prefer

parties, platforms, leaders, and worldviews to the left of the national or cantonal

median voter) or unitary (for example, in Israel, where Tel Aviv is often referred

to as medinat Tel Aviv, or “the state of Tel Aviv,” describing the city’s cosmopol-

itan, liberal, and socially progressive character, in contrast with much of the rest of

the country). Even in Hungary, Poland, and Turkey—three of the most
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exhaustively studied examples of democratic backsliding and constitutional

retrogression—the rural-urban divide is glaringly evident. In Hungary, an explic-

itly anti-Orbán candidate won the Budapest mayoral election in . Similarly,

most support for the six-party opposition alliance that tried unsuccessfully to top-

ple Orbán in the  general elections came from the urban intelligentsia in

Budapest and in other major cities. Residents of Istanbul have elected an

anti-Erdoğan mayor in two separate elections, despite the president’s warnings

to his supporters that losing Istanbul would mean losing Turkey. And in

Poland, while Rafał Trzaskowski, the liberal mayor of Warsaw, made it to the sec-

ond, winner-take-all round of the country’s  presidential election, he nar-

rowly lost to incumbent president Andrzej Duda—a leading figure associated

with the populist right-wing Law and Justice Party—in what Polish media

described as a “cities against countryside” election.

As the world urbanizes at an extraordinary rate, and economic globalization

and political populism trends persist, the rural-urban gulf is not likely to fade

away. It may even intensify. And it is evident that neither extensive urbanization

nor the political manifestations of the resurging rural-urban divide tend to observe

national borders. Whether in the United States, the U.K., Canada, Brazil, India,

Hungary, Poland, the Philippines, Turkey, or Israel, the spatial dimension of polit-

ical preferences is significant. To be sure, each polity and constitutional setting

presents its own unique sociopolitical, economic, demographic, and cultural cir-

cumstances, which in turn determine how the urban-rural divide plays out.

However, the key point remains: in an increasing number of countries, the urban-

rural divide has become one of the main vectors behind challenges to democratic

governance and to its supporting constitutional order.

So far, liberal constitutional theory has failed to turn its attention to this crucial

trend. Across different polities, traditional subnational unit boundaries do not

capture new demographic trends and locality-based divisions. An alarming dis-

connect has emerged between federalism theory (and constitutionalism’s spatial

imagination more generally) and the reality of geographically localized concentra-

tion of worldviews and political identities. Yet with very few exceptions, the bur-

geoning comparative constitutional design literature addressing phenomena such

as democratic backsliding, constitutional capture, illiberal constitutionalism, and

threats to judicial independence and the rule of law has failed to respond to the

significance of place as an emerging cleavage in contemporary politics. The

time is ripe to pay closer attention to the spatial dimension of constitutional
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governance, and the territorial distribution of powers and its impact on the rise of

anti-establishment political resentment.

New Constitutional Designs?

Several areas of constitutional law and theory appear to hold some intellectual

promise in thinking creatively about mitigating the urban-rural divide. Formal

recognition of the urban-rural divide in national constitutions, along with an

explicit commitment to addressing it, is an intuitive response to complaints that

certain areas have been left behind. Several national constitutions, virtually all

of which are in the so-called Global South, have experimented with this kind of

recognition, with varying degrees of success. Brazil’s  constitution was the

first to address matters discussed in Lefebvre’s Right to the City, such as urban

development, self-governance, and collective ownership of city assets. It was fol-

lowed by the adoption of the City Statute in . An array of additional consti-

tutional provisions further protect rural land, rural property, and the rights of

rural area dwellers, with Article () establishing “uniformity and equivalence

of benefits and services for urban and rural populations.” In India, the rd

and th constitutional amendments of  aimed to enhance the constitutional

autonomy of local government and articulate a vision of decentralized power and

responsibility through the provision of constitutional status to urban centers.

Interestingly, the Indian constitution distinguishes between rural settlements

(addressed in the rd Amendment) and cities (th Amendment), thereby for-

mally recognizing the difference between, yet equality of, rural and urban areas.

In general, the rd Amendment has been more effective at promoting the polit-

ical voice in and of rural areas (including by increasing the representation of

women in rural areas, for example, through village councils) compared to the

impact that the th Amendment has had on the status of cities. Arguably, the

most expansive constitutional protection of local government on offer today is fea-

tured in the  South African constitution, where a nexus of provisions, notably

chapter  (sections –) of the constitution, guarantee local government stand-

ing and empower municipalities’ planning and fiscal autonomy.

A second set of constitutional design ideas concern territorial decentralization

of government institutions in an attempt to preempt and diffuse, at least at the

symbolic level, animosity toward a distant, supposedly elite-controlled center of

power that has lost touch with the people and places it is supposed to understand
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and govern. In addressing the rural-urban divide in the United States, for

example, a handful of legal scholars have suggested that a more decentralized,

region-based notion of federalism may be required to diffuse the concentration

of power in Washington. South Africa’s core government institutions, to pick

another example, are spread around the country: the national assembly sits in

Cape Town, the government in Pretoria, the Constitutional Court in

Johannesburg, and the Supreme Court of Appeal in Bloemfontein. In a similar

vein, the German Federal Constitutional Court—arguably the strongest political

institution in postwar Germany and one of the strongest national apex courts

in the world—is based in Karlsruhe, a midsized city of three hundred thousand

in southwest Germany, some  miles away from the capital, Berlin. To achieve

decentralization of this nature, some national constitutional orders grant several

cities that are geographically spread throughout the country a constitutional status

that is equivalent to that of a region of a subnational unit. Of the seventeen con-

stitutionally recognized subnational units in South Korea, for example, eight are

designated “first-level” cities, spread throughout the country (such as Gwangju

in the southwest, Busan and Ulsan in the southeast, Daejeon and Sejong—as of

, the de facto administrative capital—in the center, and Seoul in the

north). To be sure, such territorial spread of constitutional institutions and con-

stitutional status does not address many of the deep economic and sociological

root causes of the urban-rural divide. However, at least at the symbolic level, a

multiplicity of constitutionally recognized centers in a given polity may have

some mitigating effect on hinterland residents’ sense of estrangement and animos-

ity toward a single powerful “center,” whether real or perceived.

Another intriguing avenue for reform is in creative electoral system designs that

take into account the spatial dimensions of politics. One option to consider is joint

or mixed urban-rural electoral districts. Initial arguments about the advantages of

such districts, and how they function, have already been put forth. For example, in

their quest for an optimally inclusive electoral and party system, Frances

Rosenbluth and Ian Shapiro advocate for larger electoral districts that encompass

both rural and urban areas, and include more diverse populations to enhance the

competitiveness of congressional elections. Another route for reform along the

same lines would be the introduction of mixed member proportional systems, ver-

sions of which are currently used in Germany, New Zealand, Thailand, South

Korea, and the Scottish and Welsh assemblies. Essentially, this system provides

an amalgam of local district-based first-past-the-post system and polity-wide
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proportional representation. Another intriguing idea in this context is an electoral

system termed “rural-urban proportional representation” (RUP). In a RUP system

(as advanced by the think tank Fair Vote Canada), proportional representation

exists across the map, but representation is structured differently in urban areas

than it is in rural areas.

One of the obvious divisions between the urban and the rural is in the degree of

human density. An interesting possibility in this context is to allow people living

in dense inner city neighborhoods or remote rural areas to have additional polit-

ical power over specific areas of policy, such as education, healthcare, sanitation,

transportation, and connectivity, that have a particular connection to extremely

high or extremely low density conditions. We can plausibly speculate that

these measures, when applied to policy issues that are directly affected by very

high or very low density, hold some potential in alleviating alienation in both

poor, densely populated city neighborhoods and left-behind, sparsely populated

rural areas. The idea of density-based enhanced voice is also likely to increase

pressure on elected officials to pay attention to and allocate more resources for

addressing the grievances of those whose quality of life and range of opportunities

are heavily affected by conditions of density.

A fourth approach to this challenge draws on the idea of measured deference to

local traditions and preferences in interpreting constitutional norms, while keep-

ing the core constitutional framework and set of values intact. It draws inspiration

from principles of subsidiarity and from jurisprudential notions such as “commu-

nity standards” developed in Anglo-American constitutional law, and the notion

of “margin of appreciation,” which features in international human rights law and

in contemporary pan-European constitutional rights discourse.

For example, the emerging pan-European constitutional order is based on

balanced accommodation of national differences within a unified supranational

order. In the realm of private law, a multiplicity of legal traditions within a

fully functional, unified constitutional order is common. (Civil law–based private

law exists to varying degrees in Quebec, Scotland, Louisiana, and Puerto Rico, to

name but a few examples.) In addition to the many federal constitutions that com-

monly assign separate and joint legislative authority along national/subnational

boundaries, constitutional orders around the world assign special status to ethnic-

ity (such as in Ethiopia, Lebanon, and Bosnia and Herzegovina), or to linguistic

specificity (such as in Belgium and Switzerland), often in association with desig-

nated territorial boundaries, and always in tandem with general principles of
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constitutional law. Likewise, a host of modern constitutions carve out partly

autonomous jurisdictional enclaves within a general constitutional framework—

from the recognition and accommodation of customary law in the constitution

of South Africa to the recognition and accommodation of indigenous traditions

in the constitutions of Bolivia and Ecuador. As concrete evidence about the for-

mation and significance of place-based identities keeps accumulating, thinking

about integration of the rural-urban divide into a pluralized notion of constitu-

tional law is certainly a design possibility to consider.

A closely related way to think creatively about better representation for urban

and rural interests is to draw on principles of so-called nonterritorial federalism.

Unlike classical federalism, in which representation is territory based, in nonter-

ritorial federalism, certain communities and interests that are geographically

spread across a given polity may be granted fixed, quota-based representation

or autonomy over community-defining issues. Nonterritorial federalism is usually

thought of as a response to multiethnic, multireligious, and multilinguistic

tensions, offering secure representation to different constituent groups in major

decision-making bodies. While far from an ideal solution, in part due to its

tendency to ossify the lines of distinction that define the represented groups

(ignoring the messier reality of intersecting and overlapping identities),

nonterritorial federalism has the potential to add new dimensions of representa-

tion in deeply diverse societies. In New Zealand, for example, the Maori have a

reserved quota in the -member national parliament. Belgium features a mix

of territorial and nonterritorial representation, with Flemish-, Walloon-, and

German-speaking communities given autonomy over core language and education

policies. Brussels, Belgium’s capital and a bilingual enclave within the monolingual

Flemish region, is governed through a consociational model that guarantees the

representation and rights of the city’s Dutch-speaking minority (approximately

– percent of the city’s population). A similar logic could be applied to

address certain rural-specific or city-specific interests that get lost due to systemic

patterns of rural or urban underrepresentation in national and subnational

legislatures.

A fifth promising direction for using constitutional design to think creatively

about mitigating the rural-urban divide concerns fiscal federalism. Specifically,

we can envision an adaptation of the concept of equalization—commonly

deployed for redistributive and standardization purposes among subnational

units—being used to address the urban-rural divide, and possibly also
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intrametropolis socioeconomic gaps. In its common guise, fiscal equalization aims

to mitigate inequalities in the revenue/expenditure ratios of “have” and “have-not”

subnational units for reasons of solidarity, distributive justice, and national stand-

ardization. Considerable disparities between subnational units may undermine the

sense of solidarity and collective responsibility that federalism relies upon. Such

disparities may also have considerable consequences for the realization of certain

core commitments, such as education and healthcare. This theory suggests that

principles of responsible government entail a duty to ensure roughly equal provision

of public services throughout a given polity’s territory. As some national subunits

within the polity are likely to be in better economic shape than others (due, for exam-

ple, to predetermined geographical and environmental conditions, availability of

natural resources, demographic characteristics, and/or availability of employment

opportunities), fiscal transfers among subunits are warranted inasmuch as they

help equalize or standardize the provision of basic services across the polity.

Fiscal equalization is constitutionally entrenched and commonly implemented

in dozens of polities. Germany, for example, employs an elaborate constitutional

equalization system designed to reduce inter- and intra-regional fiscal gaps

between its federal states (or Länder). The actual equalization effect on “have-not”

Länder has been very significant. In , for example, each of the former East

German Länder had lower self-generated financial capacity than all but one of

the former West German Länder. Even the most well-off former East German

Länd, Brandenburg, was . percent lower in its financial capacity than the

national preequalization average. By contrast, eight of the ten former West

German Länder had financial capacities that were at least  percent of the

national equalization index. The data for  indicate that, as a result of equal-

ization, the financial capacity of Bavaria (the wealthiest Länd, itself once a consis-

tent recipient of equalization transfers) was reduced from . percent to 

percent. On the other hand, Bremen (the least well-off Länd in ) went

from a fiscal capacity of . percent of the equalization index to a percentage

that was just about the national average postequalization, while Berlin

(Germany’s largest and most diverse city) went from a financial capacity of .

percent of the equalization index to . percent. Additional mitigation of fiscal

capacity gaps between urban and rural areas is achieved through an intricate, con-

stitutionally warranted system of intra-Länd distribution aimed at equalizing have

and have-not gaps within subnational units.
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Another intriguing approach centers on economic and social rights. Canonical

constitutional theory discourse concerning these rights tends to focus on guaran-

teed “minimum core” arguments that emphasize the availability of basic social

goods. What tends to be overlooked is the distinctive spatial, on-the-ground

conditions that make the fulfillment of these basic goods structurally unattainable.

Among the commonly acknowledged multipliers of social and economic disad-

vantage in rural areas are lack of access to quality healthcare and education,

and a lack of roads and transport (especially public transit) connecting rural

areas to regional centers. Unsurprisingly, urban-rural disparities in health out-

comes persist.

A recent study of voting patterns in France, for example, found that radical-

right parties and candidates perform well in areas where locals’ access to services

and opportunities is compromised, in turn leading to economic grievances and

anti-establishment impulses. Another recent study commissioned by the govern-

ment of Australia found considerable gaps in access to healthcare between urban

centers and rural settings in that country. Consequently, life expectancy in the

country decreased as remoteness increased, for both men and women, and total

disease burden rate in remote and very remote areas was . times higher than

in major cities. Potentially preventable hospitalization was . times higher in

remote areas and . times higher in very remote areas, than in cities. A recent

study by Israel’s Ministry of Health shows that Israelis living away from the coun-

try’s central urban hubs are severely disadvantaged when it comes to their health-

care options. Long travel times to reach essential healthcare services in Chiapas,

Mexico’s poorest state (and home of the rural Zapatista movement), has had a

critical impact on healthcare outcomes in the area. This finding is indicative

of a persisting urban-rural gap in access to healthcare throughout Mexico.

Similar trends are evident in other developed countries.

It is hardly surprising that residents of rural areas are more likely than their

urban and suburban counterparts to say that access to good doctors and hospitals

is a major problem in their community. This is the kind of dissatisfaction that

eventually becomes resentment and then resistance. Though few would argue

that differences in access to healthcare, stark as they are, are a major root cause

of the urban-rural divide, the healthcare issue demonstrates how lack of govern-

ment responsiveness to social problems that exist in rural areas can lead to rural

resentment. From a constitutional theory standpoint, such systemic inequalities

and their considerable political consequences are often concealed by the dominant
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discourse aroundminimum entitlements. A complementary discourse of economic

and social rights that goes beyond the coreminimum directive to consider real equal

access to core services, notmerely their availability per se,may have a long-termmit-

igating effect on the sense of alienation and “left-behindness” in rural areas.

Preliminary as the ideas discussed here may be, taken together, they offer a rep-

ertoire of constitutional design possibilities that hold some promise in mitigating

the resurging rural-urban gulf.

Conclusion: A Call for Fresh Thinking

While there has been a burst of novel thinking about urbanization, cities, and the

urban-rural divide throughout the human sciences, little of this innovative energy

has extended into the world of constitutional theory. This oversight may well

reflect a broader shortcoming of constitutional discourse when it comes to terri-

torial or spatial governance. Modern constitutionalism’s spatial or territorial imag-

ination, conceived in the pre-urbanization era, is predicated on an overwhelmingly

statist (or Westphalian) outlook that conceives of the nation-state and its estab-

lished subnational units (whether states, provinces, regions, Länder, or cantons)

as legitimate constituent units, and sees cities and local governments,more generally,

as submerged within this constitutional framework and therefore as deserving lim-

ited governance authority. New demographic or spatial formations (such as the

“urban,” “suburban,” or “rural”) do notmapneatly onto the classical national or sub-

national conception of the constitutional territorial ordering, and so tend to be over-

looked or altogether dismissed—despite their overwhelming real-life significance.

Either way, urban agglomeration and its various social, political, and economic

consequences is a burning policy challenge. The current figures are mind boggling

and the issue is set to gain even greater prominence in the coming years as urban-

ization marches on. In the face of unequivocal evidence from across the human

sciences, the silence of constitutional thought with respect to the mounting

urban challenge is striking. Fresh thinking about constitutionalism and urbaniza-

tion, and, more concretely, about the potential role of constitutional design in fos-

tering or mitigating the rural-urban divide, is desperately needed.

Notes

 “Urban Population (% of Total Population),” World Bank, data.worldbank.org/indicator/SP.URB.
TOTL.IN.ZS.
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 Revision (New York: United Nations, ).
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Abstract: Extensive urbanization is one of the most significant demographic and geopolitical phe-
nomena of our time. Yet, with few exceptions, constitutional theory has failed to turn its attention
to this crucial trend. In particular, the burgeoning constitutional literature aimed at addressing phe-
nomena such as democratic backsliding, constitutional retrogression, and populist threats to judi-
cial independence and the rule of law has failed to respond to the significance of place as an
emerging cleavage in contemporary politics. An alarming disconnect has emerged between consti-
tutionalism’s overwhelmingly statist (or Westphalian) outlook and the reality of geographically
localized concentration of worldviews, policy preferences, and political identities. In this essay, I
identify urban agglomeration and the accompanying resurgence of the urban-rural divide as posing
a critical challenge to liberal constitutional democracy, and argue that the time is ripe to pay closer
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attention to the spatial dimension of constitutional governance and its impact on the rise of anti-
establishment political resentment. To that end, in the essay’s final part I identify several areas of
constitutional law and theory that appear to hold some intellectual promise in thinking creatively
about mitigating the urban-rural divide, and about the mounting urban challenge more generally.
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